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Structure of Anti-Expectation in the Degree Expression “P dokoroka Q” 





Abstract   This paper examines the sentence “P dokoroka Q”. We use this sentence to emphasize Q by 
negating P and showing the degree of difference between the two. In this study, the purpose is to 
observe the semantic function by elucidating how it differs from other comparative constructions 
in the way in which P and Q are treated. 
Results of the analysis show that the value of Q is the opposite of the direction of expectation 
on the scale of the degree of expectation presumed when P is set. In other words, the value of Q is 
characterized as anti-expectation. The fact that Q is the direct converse of the direction of 
expectation produces the effect of emphasizing the difference of degree.  
Also, if a particular direction of anti-expectation does not need, and only the fact that the 
proposition is not in an expected condition needs to be shown, the expression employed would be 
“P dokorodewanai” In either case, the intention of the expression is produced by the negation of 
the movement toward the direction of expectation that is presumed when P is set. 
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 ○  ×  ×  × 
ＰもなにもＱ類  ×  ○   ×  × 
ＰよりＱ類 
ＰというよりＱ
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(39) ａ.  It is the book, which I bought yesterday. 



































 (41) a. こらえどころ、見どころ、思案のしどころ  
踏ん張りどころ 
    b. つかみどころ、とらえどころ 
    c. きれいどころ、勘所 
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             （受理 平成 26 年 3 月 19 日） 
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